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Abstract
Object-oriented programming theoretically provides a vehicle for developing more
broadly intelligible software. While most compiled implementations of the object
oriented paradigm provide their users with acceptable object oriented programming
capabilities, C++'s implementation contains a number of design flaws that inhibit
object oriented programming. One of the design flaws of C++ seriously constrained
the capacity of the languages to provide polymorphism, an extremely powerful ca-
pacity of the object oriented paradigm. Given this limitation, the goal of the project
will be to enhance C++'s polymorphic capabilities. The approach will involve the
use of "middle out" programming techniques to permit reuse of existing code in C++
to strengthen its utility.
Currently, C++ uses virtual functions to support polymorphism. Virtual func-
tions are special functions residing in a parent class which enable child classes to
redefine the parent's functionality. Optimally, all parental functions should be by
default virtual, yet C++ requires explicit syntactical declarations. Typically parent
classes are designed with a generic set of functions to handle the majority of an-
ticipated requirements of a future software designer. This places an unreasonable
requirement on the parent class designers.
Short of redesigning the C++ language, a solution for this problem is needed
within the object-oriented software enginee~'ing community. This thesis describes a
technique using multiple inheritance to circumvent the problem with virtual functions.
Initially supporting concepts are set forth to describe the hasic methodology needed
to implement this solution; finally, the specifics of the implementation will be covered
such that one could put it to practical use.
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
The object oriented paradigm has been in existence since the 1960's, and almost
twenty years later, methods for object oriented software engineering are still in their
infancy. The original object oriented software development environments were pre-
dominantly interpretive languages, the most popular being Smalltalk. Smalltalk, with
its large image requirements and slow execution speed, became less favorable. Re-
sponding to the needs of the software development community, languages such as
C++, Eiffel and Objective-C were created. These languages, unlike Smalltalk, are
compiled, giving the software developer the efficiency and static type checking the
older intreprated languages were not able to provide.
With the introduction of the C++ came problems not encountered with the in-
terpreted languages, or even objective-C. These problems all revolved around C++'s
emphasis on efficiency. The C++ language was designed to convince C programmers
that an object oriented language could generate more robust and efficient code than
could the standard C compiler. The C++ compiler currently defines all class func-
tions as being inline. Inline functions are simply code that is placed in line (similar
to a macro pre-processor) at every invocation of the function instead of generating a
function call. Because all functions in C++ are defaulted to inline, the designers of
C++ were forced to introduce a keyword virtual to enable polymorphism.
Polymorphism is one of the facilities that supports modularity of software design
in the object oriented paradigm. This facility enables the software designer to abstract
properties common among a family of software modules in order to treat all of these
related modules generically in other non-related modules. By properly utilizing the
polymorphic capabilities of the object oriented language, the software designer can
alleviate the propagation of changes incurred by enhancing the functionality of the
existing code. Additionally, the designer can morc readily and rapidly locate bugs in
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the code, as all existing code is encapsulated.
C++ provides for polymorphism with the use of its virtual operator. The virtual
operator informs the compiler that all descendants of the class employing the virtual
function may redefine its functionality, and at run-time, this functionality will be
invoked in lieu of the original parent class definition. While this facility appears to
provide the dynamic binding qualities essential for polymorphism, it places too great
a burden on the parent class designer. Thus, using C++, the parent class designer
is expected to anticipate all possible future uses of any method he provides. Should
the parent class designer fail to provide a method as being virtual, the designer of a
child class may not be able to achieve the polymorphism he requires.
While C++ does provide a mechanism to achieve dynamic binding or polymor-
phism, the method by which it achieves this property is both limiting as well as
burdensome. Optimally, the language should default all class method definitions to
be virtual. Since this is not the case for C++, this thesis provides a method to achieve
polymorphism using class libraries even when the parent class designer has failed to
declare a needed method as being virtual. The proposed method employs a powerful
facility provided in C++ version 2.0, this being multiple inheritance. By using mul-
tiple inheritance, the software designer will be able to create a second parent class to
the one already in use to specifically provide the virtual functions necessary to add
the desired polymorphic qualities to his code. This thesis will also provide a detailed
algorithm to have these new virtual functions invoked transparently.
2
Chapter 2
The Object Oriented Paradigm
2.1 Goals
Since the creation of the initial FORTRAN compiler, software designers, now termed
software engineers, have strived to develop robust code. Bearing this goal in mind,
a number of what are termed "modular languages" have been developed. These
languages attempted to provide software developers with design tools necessary to
create code that contained as few global dependencies as possible in order to avoid
propagation of errors between otherwise unrelated sections of code or modules. While
these languages do provide a greater measure of robustness beyond that of the initial
block oriented languages, the code being developed from modular languages did not
provide ample syntactical qualities for engineers to design for extensibility.
A common theme among all software design is that what is sufficient to solve a
particular problem currently may be only a subset of the solution tomorrow. This
common theme, extensibility, eventually leads software engineers on a quest to find
a language that provides both modularity and extensibilitY,and the object oriented
paradigm provides a means of achieving both these goals. The paradigm provides
the syntactical elements of classes with inheritance in support of these goals. This
chapter will introduce the fundamental ideas of the object oriented paradigm. After
covering the essence of the paradigm, we will turn our attention to the C++ language
and discuss its adherence to the fundamental properties of the paradigm.
3
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2.2 Modularity
Until the early 1970s, software developers designed and created code using predom-
inantly block oriented languages. As software complexity began to increase, the de-
velopers found that the time required to create and debug these large pieces of code
were prohibitively increasing. Modular languages support encapsulation of similar
or task oriented functionality into logical units that contain a well defined interface.
Furthermore, these units exhibited a concept known as data hiding, wherein all im-
plementation of the encapsulated functionality would be hidden from the unit's user.
A classic example of a modular language can be seen in the Department of Defense
inspired Ada. Ada was intended to provide linear design time for code, meaning as
the code length increased, the time to debug this code increased proportionally. This
property was to be achieved ideally via Ada's ability to modularize code through its
task and package declarations. Tasks and packages provide the necessary syntax to
design code that is functionally encapsulated with clear and robust interfaces.
2.2.1 Classes
Like Ada, the object oriented paradigm provides its users with explicit syntax in
order to promote the concept of modularity. This syntactical element, classes, enable
the software engineer to easily encapsulate functionality within a module and define
a clear interface. While classes do provide the same capabilities for modularity as do
many of the existing modular languages, the object oriented paradigm also enables
the designer to treat data and functionality in a similar fashion. A user or client of a
class will access the functionality of the class (send it a message), and be unaware if
this method is a simple variable or an actual function. By creating this facade, the
paradigm adheres strictly to the concept of information hiding. A user or client need
not know any implementation details of the class.
4
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2.3 Extensibility
Software designers and developers have strived for methods and tools to extend an al-
ready existing software design. Classic examples of such extensions would be versions
2.X and greater of many commercially available pieces of software, such as MS-DOS.
Perhaps if the Microsoft engineers would have had reasonable tools for software exten-
sion, successive versions of the operating system would have been introduced more
rapidly and containing fewer flaws. Unfortunately, until the late 1980's very few
popular methods/tools existed.
2.3.1 Single Inheritance
The property of extensibility sets the object oriented paradigm apart from all of
its predecessors in that it provides a mechanism to easily extend a current software
design. Inheritance is the explicit syntactical element that provides the property of
extensibility in the paradigm. Inheritance enables the software designer to easily
create a superset of the current functionality and structure of the code. By explicitly
declaring a class to inherit from another, all functionality and data elements exported
by the parent class are provided to the new child class. The child class may then
declare and support additional or redefined functionality and data. This ability to
extend the scope of existing software allows software developers to design code with
the idea that in the future their particular design may be enhanced.
In addition to the ability to design software for enhancement, software developers
can utilize the power of inheritance to reuse code in their initial design phase. This
technique of code reuse is termed "middle out programming" and consists of design-
ing code utilizing pre-existing software libraries. Middle out programming emphasizes
browsing the available library classes during the initial software design phase to de-
termine if any existing classes contain a subset of the desired functionality. Should
the designer find classes that are useful, he will then either extend or simply reuse
the library code.
While the idea of software libraries is not new, the concept of class libraries is, as
the designer can now take existing functionality and extend it before or during the
5
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incorporation of it into the new software. For example, consider an application which
attempts to create a priority ordered queue. Assume that a class Queue has already
been created which implements a standard queue. Instead of having to rewrite the
code for this existing queue, the designer can opt to create a new class PriorityQueue
which will inherit from Queue and extend its functionality to order the contents on
some priority scheme. Thus the software designer now utilizes already working code
in the Queue class and provides some additional functionality instead of having to
rewrite and the original Queue code in addition to writing the priority encoding
scheme.
2.3.2 Multiple inheritance
Multiple inheritance like single inheritance enables future classes to inherit the prop-
erties/functionality of already existing classes. Unlike single inheritance, multiple
inheritance enables child classes to absorb the properties of multiple parent classes.
Multiple inheritance is likened to a hybrid in the physical world. For example a mule
inherits properties from two very dissimilar parent, a donkey and a horse. The mule
possesses properties/traits acquired from both parents. While the need for multiple
inheritance is not as frequent as for single inheritance, it helps provide the polymor-
phism extension this thesis proposes in Chapter 5.
2.3.3 Polymorphism
The concept of inheritance in itself is a powerful mechanism to provide extensibility:
moreover, the object oriented paradigm provides yet another mechanism to achieve
this goal, polymorphism. By definition, polymorphism means to have many forms.
In the object oriented paradigm, polymorphism enables all child classes of a parent
class to be treated as generic versions of the parent class. For example, assume there
is a class Marble which provides the attribute of color for all instances of the class.
Assume now that there are child classes of Marble: BlueMarble, BlackMarble, and
RedMarble which redefine the attribute of color in Marble as being blue, black, and
red respectively. The software designer may now opt to create a function somewhere
6
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in the code named displayMarble(Marble) which accepts an instance of Marble as a
parameter and precedes to display its color. Utilizing polymorphism, at run-time, the
program may now pass any Blue, Black, or Red marble as the Marble parameter to
this function. Furthermore, by the property of dynamic binding, the run-time code
will contain the correct attribute of color for the respective Marble instance, and
displayMarble will display the appropriate color.
Polymorphism provides a very powerful extendable design property in that a de-
signer can allow for extension of his design while avoiding the propagation of changes
into already functional code. Using the Marble example again, since the function
which accepted a Marble, displayMarble(Marble), already contains all the working
code to display a Marble's color, future designers can now add a GreenMarble to
the programs functionality and still utilize the displayMarble(Marble) function for
displaying GreenMarbles, as a GreenMarble is still a Marble.
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Adherence of C++ to Object Oriented
Goals
c++ draws from its roots in the traditional C language to provide an object oriented
paradigm that promotes efficient programming and access to all existing C function-
ality. C++ was developed under the guidance of Bjorne Straustrup. C++ version
1.0 did not implement multiple inheritance which is the essential property required
for the implementation of the innovative method discussed later in this thesis. The
second release of C++ has now implemented multiple inheritance.
3.1 Support of Modularity
The concept of modularity in C++ is supported via the use of the class construct.
Classes in C++ contain four associated attributes:
1) A collection of data members which can contain zero or more elements.
2) A collection of zero or more member functions. These member functions con-
stitute the set of operations which may be applied to the instances of the class.
The set of member functions of the class are known as and referred to as the
classes interface.
3) All members of a class possess access attributes. There are three specific levels
of access: public, protected, and private.
Public:
All clients of the class are granted to access these methods.
Protected:
8
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Only children of the class are granted access to these methods.
Private:
Only the methods within the class are granted access.
4) An associated class tag name acting as a type specifier.
The basic structure of a class declaration consists of two essential components: the
class head and the class body. The head is composed of the keyword class followed
by the class tag name mentioned earlier. The body is enclosed by a set of braces and
contains all the class members.
class Marble {
public:
MarbleO;
colorType ColorO;
float sizeO;
private:
colorType color;
float size;
}
The Marble class declaration contains three characteristics of interest. First, there
is a public method named MarbleO. This method is termed the class constructor
and its functionality is called whenever an instance of the class is created. This
constructor may choose to initialize some data fields like color and size or it may
perform other tasks as seen necessary by the programmer. Second, all the methods
or functions in Marble are defined to be public. These functions are now accessible to
all clients, children, and internal functions of the class. Third, the two characteristic
data elements are defined as private, meaning only Marble's functionality may access
them. The latter two characteristics concerning public and private components of the
class give the class Marble a clear interface.
The clarity of a class's interface provides its users with modularity. It enables
information hiding and robustness, since the propagation of change and errors have
been effectively constrained within the module's (class's) interface. vVith modularity,
the user of the class need not concern himself with how the class is implementing the
desired functionality, but rather that the functionality is implemented properly and
is accessible via the class interface.
9
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3.2 Support of Inheritance
The C++ language supports the property of inheritance by a mechanism termed class
derivation. In the marble example, BlueMarble is derived from Marble thus enabling
BlueMarbles to inherit all properties of Marbles. The actual syntax of the BlueMarble
class would appear similar to the structure of the Marble class in the previous section
except a class derivation list will now appear after the class declaration and the
beginning of the method and data declarations.
class BlueMarble : public Marble
{
private:
public:
}
The colon following the class name informs the compiler to derive the class from the
classes in the derivation list. The keyword public in the derivation list informs the
compiler that all methods and data public in the derivation class will become public
in the derived class. Derivations may be either public, private, or protected. Private
derivations state that all methods and data will be derived as being strictly private
in the new child class, while protected derivations will derive all methods and data
as being protected in the new child class. It should be noted that a derivation will
default to private if none of the keywords proceed it.
3.2.1 Multiple Inheritance
Version 1.0 of C++ did not possess the ability to have a class derive the properties
of more than one class; however, with the introduction of C++ version 2.0, a class is
now able to derive the properties of any number of classes. The class derivation list
itself may consist of any number of classes preceded by either the keywords private,
public, or protected, as was the case for single inheritance. Thus, multiple derived
class's declaration would appear as follows:
class NewClass : public parentClass1, private parentClass2
protected parentClass3, parentClass4{
public:
10
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private:
}
In the above example, NewClass derives the properties of four different classes, with
the access levels as specified by the preceding keywords. The only derivation of
exceptional note is the one for parentClass4 which has no preceding access keyword
specified, and as was explained before, this class's derived properties will default to
private.
3.2.2 Polymorphism and Dynamic Binding
The concept of polymorphism was discussed in the chapter on the object oriented
paradigm 2. The syntactical element required to achieve polymorphism in C++ is
the keyword virtual. By defining a class function as being virtual, the class designer
has enabled polymorphic access to this function. Returning again to the Marble
example, the class designer of Marble, to enable the polymorphic properties of the
children BlueMarble, BlackMarble, etc., would have to declare the class as follows.
class Marble {
public:
MarbleO;
virtual colorType ColorO;
virtual float SizeO;
private:
}
Next, the designers of the child classes Blue, Black, etc. would have to declare their
classes as follows to enable the displayMarble(Marble) function to have the desired
properties:
class BlueMarble : public Marble {
public:
BlueMarble(colorType,Size);
virtual colorType ColorO;
virtual float SizeO;
private:
}
11
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Once all of the constraints just laid down have been adhered to, the displayMar-
ble(Marble) function can access the ColorO and SizeO member functions of all Mar-
bles polymorphically. The code for the displayMarble(Marble) function follows:
void displayMarble(Marble& marble){
cout ~ "The marble's color is:" ~ marble.ColorO ~ endl;
cout ~ "The marble's size is:" ~ marble.SizeO ~ endl;
}
mainO{
BlueMarble aBlueMarble = new BlueMarble(blue,10.0);
BlackMarble aBlackMarble = new BlackMarble(black,18.0);
displayMarble(aBlueMarble);
displayMarble(aBlackMarble);
}
The code above will generate the following output:
The marble's color is:blue
The marble's size is:10.0
The marble's color is:black
The marble's size is:18.0
The C++ compiler and Polymorphism
The previous section showed the specifics of how polymorphism is achieved using
C++. We will now turn our attention from the specific implementation to the under-
lying reasons regarding the need for the virtual keyword. C++ is a statically typed
language requiring the compiler to perform all type checking at compile time, as the
run-time code in C++ has no knowledge of class structure. The AT&T C++ 2.0
compiler is actually a translator of C++ code into standard C code; the standard C
12
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void displayMarbleCMarble &marble)
{
Marble
ColorO;
SizeO;
size;
color;
Extensions
to Marble
ie BlueMarble
Figure 3.1: polymorphism behind the scenes
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compiler then produces executable. For the sake of discussion here, we will stop the
translator after running on the Marble example to view the underlying data structure
to better understand the need for the virtual operator. Please note, the content of
the following example is accurate only in structure; the naming convention used by
an actual C++ translator will differ.
Directing the readers attention to Figure 3.1 you will note that the compiler
treats the BlueMarble as a linear extension of the marble class. The definition of
the Marble class in the previous section defined the two methods ColorO and SizeO
as being virtual. This definition informs the compiler that it must keep track of the
actual offset of these functions in the Marble structure. Thus, when a child class
attempts to access a virtual version of either of these methods polymorphically, the
compiler will know at what offset in the data structure of the parent class Marble
the function pointe~ exists. In figure 3.1 , when the displayMarble function accesses
the ColorO method on a Marble for a BlueMarble instance, the compiler will know
to access the function at the first location in the Marble structure.
The low level description of the MarblejBlueMarble data structure explains the
need for the compiler to keep track of the virtual method location in the appropriate
class structure. Now, a question of great importance must be answered: why does
the C++ compiler require a virtual definition instead of treating all methods as being
virtual?
The answer to the question pertaining to the keyword virtual is quite subtle, and
focuses on another C++ mechanism, function inlining. Inlining is an attempt by the
C++ compiler to inline code instead of generating a function call in order to increase
the efficiency of the underlying executable code. Because code inlining is automated
within the compiler, the C++ designers created a method for the software designer to
explicitly disable code inlining for intended polymorphic functions, as a polymorphic
function, by definition, must always be called and cannot be inlined. Thus, with this
goal in mind, the virtual keyword was created.
Although there appears to be good reason why this virtual keyword exists, could
there exist another method to achieve code inlining capabilities without introduc-
ing the virtual keyword? The answer to this question is not carved in stone, and
14
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the answer will vary substantially depending upon the philosophy of the responding
software developer.
One potential viewpoint regarding the notion of virtual functions draws from the
notion that the programmer is the best judge of efficiency. Virtual functions, while
they may inhibit polymorphism, provide the code with the efficiencies of inlining under
the guidance of the coder. Although this argument does have a substantial degree of
merit, the potential to impede polymorphism and thus hamper the extensibility is a
serious consideration. There is reasonable doubt as to whether the programmer can
substantially increase the performance of the underlying code beyond the capabilities
of a automated code optimizer.
While the concept of virtual functions enables both code inlining and polymor-
phism, compilers can achieve this same goal without requiring any additional syntac-
tical elements such as the virtual keyword. The C++ designers opted to introduce
the virtual function to enable the compiler to inline code in all cases except for those
explicitly called virtual. It can easily be conceived that the compiler will generate
all functions as being virtual which has been implemented in other object oriented
compilers. After this implicit definition, the compiler can decide, after all dependen-
cies have been determined, whether a function requires polymorphism or can be more
efficiently inlined. Should a future class designer derive his class from an already com-
piled class and choose to utilize the derived class polymorphically, the compiler could
simply recompile all dependent code to ensure the needed polymorphic function has
not be inlined. The frequency of recompilation would not be very large. Furthermore,
there would then be no need for the programmer to manually modify source code.
Object oriented compiler optimizations can thus take diametrically opposing view-
points regarding the nature of polymorphic function declarations. There does exist
another potential method to handle this problem which resides somewhere in the
middle of the previous two. In this third solution, the compiler could. as in the
previous solution, assume all functions to be virtual. Now, drawing off the concept
of a keyword as in C++, the compiler could recognize an inline keyword directive
which would be placed in front of a function declaration, and preclude the compiler
from generating this function as virtual. Thus, the inline directive would direct the
15
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compiler not to allow polymorphism on this function and also suggest to the compiler
to place this code inline. This solution again can inhibit polymorphism; however, the
likelihood that this inhibition will occur should be less than the case for the virtual
keyword.
16
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Middle out Programming
Traditionally, software design utilized the method of decomposing a problem into a
number of subproblems. Thus, the software designer would begin at the top-most
level of the design stating the problem to be solved. Then, in a top-down method
would begin to decompose the problem into a number of subproblems. The process
would continue until the original problem had been decomposed into subproblems
that were small enough to code effectively and efficiently. This process has been
termed "top down functional decomposition" and is taught to almost every student
in Computer Science as a basis to software development.
While top down functional decomposition can be a logical place to start for the
implementation of a problem in a traditional block structured language, it is insuf-
ficient for design in the object oriented paradigm. The object oriented paradigm
stresses the reuse of existing libraries of code. Typically, topdown functional decom-
position will tend to create subproblems that are unique, and thus, it will be difficult
if not impossible to find classes in an existing library that will suffice. Therefore, an
alternative design methodology is needed when implementing problems in the object
oriented paradigm.
Bertrand Meyer introduced the concept of "bottom up programming" [5] to de-
scribe an alternative approach to problem decomposition in the object oriented paradigm.
The bottom up method differs from the top down method in that bottom up program-
ming first determines what classes are available in the class libraries. Next, classes
that possess the most usable properties should be utilized and/or enhanced to solve
the problem at hand.
While Meyer views this process as a bottom up approach, we tend to classify
this approach more as a "middle out" approach. Aristotle observed that a great epic
starts in medias res, i.e., from the middle out. Since large scale software design is on
17
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the same order of complexity as a great epic, we believe that the term "middle out"
is far more appropriate than "bottom up". Middle out design is synonymous with
its name, in that the developer begins his design process somewhere between the top
level of desired functionality and the outer fringes of what existing code is available.
4.1 A Basic Design Illustrated
Due to the nature of middle out programming, it is very difficult to visualize the
process without a concrete example. This example was used by my thesis advisor in
a course taught during my first semester at graduate school. The problem requires
the design of a fruit bowl. The fruit bowl should be able to hold fruit of any sort.
Fruit must be able to be added to the bowl as well as removed from the bowl. It
should be noted that this is a substantially reduced version of the original problem,
but it will still provide us with enough complexities for a good example of middle out
design.
The first task that exists for the software designer using middle out techniques
is to identify potentially useful classes in our class library. Assume that the library
we are using has provided us with a class browser. A class browser is a software tool
that enables its users to browse the contents of a library in order to more rapidly and
effectively choose a class or set of classes appropriate for the desired task. After doing
some browsing through the library descriptions, we note the existence of a LinkedList
class. Since our fruit bowl must be able to hold any number of items, we decide this
class should suffice for our design. After doing some further research, we find that no
other classes are usable, but we will have to extend the properties of LinkedList to
handle our fruit bowl.
The fruit itself will need to be a class. Fruit will have color, size, and shape
attributes. Access to these attributes will have to be provided and should be done
polymorphically. Next, we will need to derive all of our intended fruit types from
Fruit. These derived versions of Fruit will be grapes, bananas, etc. Each Fruit type
will need to define the virtual methods in Fruit and implement them appropriately.
After the fruit has been defined we will need to design our FruitBowl. The FruitBowl
18
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will have to hold all of the Fruits that we have designed, and minimally should be
able to display them. Remembering that we have selected the LinkedList class as the
holder of our Fruit, we will have to enhance the LinkedList class to create a linked
list of Fruit.
Our first mission in the implementation of the fruit problem will be to design the
fruit class. The fruit class will have to implement all attribute common to fruit, i.e..
size and color. Furthermore, the class should provide a virtual method to display the
fruit. This virtual method will be redefined by all the derived classes of fruit such
that all information relevant to the particular fruit will be displayed. The appearance
of the fruit class is as follows:
enum colors = {Blue,Black,Red,.....};
class fruit {
public:
colm'Type hasColorO { return color;}
float hasSize(){return size;}
virtual void displayAttributes();
private:
colorType color;
float size;
}
With the parent class fruit defined, we can implement a variety of fruits in our system.
These can include bananas, grapes, apples, etc. Each of these derived fruit classes will
enhance the attributes of the parental fruit class. For example, grapes are basically
round, and thus may chose to create a data member that contains this information.
The class FruitList in Figure 4.1 will derive LinkedList and proceed to add the
proper functionality so that Fruit can be added and removed from the list. Assume
the library LinkedList class can handle any data type as long as the virtual func-
tions Compare() and isEqual() are redefined in any child class. Thus. we will create
our FruitList class deriving LinkedList, and proceed to declare both Compare() and
isEqual() for the FruitList class.
Finally, the FruitBowl class will derive the FruitList class and have client/supplier
relationships with the various derived Fruit classes (Grapes, Bananas, etc.). We will
then have the basic workings of our intended fruit bowl. The basis of this design
revolved around the fact that most of our work had already been done in the library
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LinkedList class.· Assuming there was no LinkedList class, perhaps we would have
modeled the storage mechanism for the FruitBowl class entirely different. So, the
middle our design technique of searching for potentially usable classes provided us
with an implementation we might not have otherwise chosen.
Hopefully, this fruit bowl example has lent some insight into the method of middle
out programming, as this method is extremely useful in designing applications in the
object oriented paradigm. This method of middle out design was a key in developing
the FID interface detailed in Appendix A.
4.2 C++'s support of Middle out Programming
The concept of middle out design relies heavily on the underlying language's ability
to provide its users with extensibility. One of the key components to extensibility in
the object oriented paradigm is polymorphism. C++ requires the use of the virtual
operator in a class's derivation tree to achieve polymorphism. A particular member
can neglect to export a derived method as virtual, thereby preventing a derived class
from calling that function polymorphically.
While the virtual keyword utilized by C++ can be very destructive to the process
of middle out design, statically typed object oriented languages all contain inhibitors
to this process. If a library user finds a class that mostly fits his criterion for usability,
he might find the class lacking a crucial feature or set of features. After deriving the
usable library class, the user may chose to implement a number of new features he
wishes to access polymorphically from the derived class. Even those languages that
do not require the virtual keyword will not be able to provide the derivation class
with this feature, as a prototype of the new function is not present in the parent class
definition.
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Figure 4.1: Fruit Bowl application
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Multiple Inheritance Supports Middle
out Programming
5.1 Method for enhancing Polymorphism
c++ limits polymorphism because the language does not have the capability to check
class structure and hierarchy dynamically. While this deficiency appears superficially
to weaken the language, I now propose a method to compensate for it.
By design, C++ expects all polymorphism to occur from the use of its virtual
operator. Multiple inheritance can provide a second derivation class containing the
necessary virtual functions for desired polymorphic capabilities. Furthermore, this
approach can also support polymorphism even if the parent class does not contain
any method like the one needed.
While developing a graphical user interface (GUI) for the Framework for Inte-
grated Design project [6] at Lehigh University, I was confronted with a very perplexing
problem. The design was utilizing the InterViews graphics Library [4] to implement
the GUI. In the InterViews library, there are a number of graphical elements: Lines,
Rectangles, etc., which are all derived from a class called graphic see Figure 5.1. The
FID interface was intended to associate graphical representations of structural ele-
ments such as loads, members, and connection joints with relevant data (i.e. forces,
fixities, etc.). The FID graphics derived from basic InterViews graphics like lines and
rectangles, and proceeded to enhance their characteristics to accommodate the addi-
tional functionality and data storage needed. The FID interface itself utilized another
InterViews class called a GraphicBlock, see Figure 5.2. GraphicBlocks are in essence
a linked list containing Graphics. When the mouse is placed into the graphic block
and a Graphic clicked on, the GraphicBlock will return (\, pointer to the appropriate
Graphic.
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Graphic
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Figure 5.1: graphic derivation
~
Figure 5.2: barebones FID's GUI
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Figure 5.3: Manual Polymorphism Enhancement Class Configuration
Since the FID Graphics were an extension of the InterViews base classes of Graph-
ics, the pointer the GraphicBlock was returning would only have knowledge of the
functions inherent to Graphics. Our interface required the FID graphics to know how
to add themselves to the visual display properly, remove themselves, move themselves,
etc. It was extremely desirable to have the implementations for all these properties
located in the respective classes for the FID Graphics. Furthermore, C++ does not
provide polymorphism without having declared the original function as virtual, thus
we could not use an arbitrary InterViews Graphic routine for this goal. Instead of
modifying InterViews source code and recompiling the entire library" or placing un-
acceptable numbers of case statements throughout the code, we decided to look for
another alternative.
The alternative we discovered utilized the C++ version 2.0 mechanism of multiple
inheritance. By placing all of the needed virtual methods in a common base class,
in our case ViewGraphic, we enabled all of the FID graphic classes to access these
virtual functions by inheriting this class along with the InterViews Graphic class, see
Figure 5.3. The ViewGraphic class definition follows:
class ViewGraphic{
public:
ViewGraphic( );
virtual void addO;
virtual void deleteO;
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virtual void moveO;
static ViewGraphic *VGConvert(Graphic*);
}
The above class description is a stripped down version of the ViewGraphic class with
the essential mechanisms for achieving polymorphism. Note a static member function
VGConvertO. This function accepts an InterViews' Graphic* as a parameter, and
returns a ViewGraphic*. VGConvertO is the mechanism in the ViewGraphic class
that enables the Graphic* returned by the GraphicBlock to access the desired poly-
morphic functions from the FID interface. A stripped down version of VGConvert()
follows:
ViewGraphic* ViewGraphic: :VGConvert(Graphic *g){
switch(g~GetClassIdO){
case LOAD:
ILoad* L = (ILoad*)g;
ViewGraphic* VI = (ViewGraphic*)L;
return VI;
case BEAM:
IBeam* beam = (IBeam* )g;
ViewGraphic* vBeam = (ViewGraphic* )beam;
return vBeam;
case COLUMN:
IColumn* column = (IColumn*)g;
ViewGraphic* vColumn = (ViewGraphic*)column;
return vColumn;
case JOINT:
IJoinh joint = (IJoinh )g;
ViewGraphic* vJoint = (ViewGraphic*)joint;
return vJoint;
}
}
The static declaration in the ViewGraphic class creates a function available to all ar-
eas of code that can see the ViewGraphic definition. Fortunately, the designers of the
InterViews Graphic class provided a virtual function called getClassIDO. This func-
tion returns an int, and each of the FID graphic classes implemented this function to
return a unique integer, as without this function, the implementation of the VGCon-
vert algorithm would have been much more difficult. The next section will describe
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an automated method of achieving this enhancement without utilizing a pre-existing
class virtual function such as getClassIDO.
To gain access to the polymorphic functions in ViewGraphic from the Graphic*,
the programmer will have to make a call to the VGConvertO function. For example,
assume that the user has just moved a FID Load in the GraphicBlock. The Load
must now be moved in the FID interface, thus the ViewGraphic Move() must be called
which will polymorphically call the Load::MoveO function. The code to perform this
task would appear as follows:
/ / returns the selected graphic
Graphic* g = GraphicBlock.Select(e);
/ / calls the Load Move function polymorphically
(ViewGraphic: :VGConvert(g))-+Move( ... );
This method of achieving polymorphism gives the FID interface a greater degree of
modularity since all methods required for handling the respective FID graphics are
in their own class implementations. Furthermore, it is now a much easier task to
add new FID graphics to the interface. If the interface needs to add a graphical
element called Offsets, all implementations of Adding, Moving, Deleting, etc. would
be implemented strictly within the new Offset class, and no other portions of the
existing code need to be modified. While this process has aided in the design and
maintenance of the FID interface, it would be extremely beneficial if all the "hacking"
required to achieve these desirable goals could be achieved automatically.
5.2 Automation of Polymorphic Classes
My approach requires all derivation classes desiring polymorphism to explicitly inherit
the polymorphic class and also proceed to redeclare the polymorphic methods as
virtual. These requirements could be easily automated using a macro pre-processor.
The declaration of a class employing the multiply inherited polymorphic class would
appear as follows.
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Figure 5.4: Automated enhancement class configuration
class NewClass : public LibraryClass, DECLARE-DERIV(NUM,char *[])
{
DECLARE_VIRTUALS(NUM,char *[])
Remainder of class definition
}
The code above contains two macros, DECLARE-DERIV and DECLARE_VIRTUALS.
The first of the two, DECLARE-DERIV will proceed to set up a derivation tree as
in Figure 5.4. The derivation tree differs slightly from the manual implementation
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of this enhancement method as described in the previous section. In this hierarchy
there is an additional class placed between, the class the developer is intending to
create, and the library class that is derived. The purpose of this class is to provide
the static conversion function of the polymorphic class with a unique label function.
The actual class definition for the ID class would appear as follows:
class PolyID
{
public:
virtual int getClassIDO=O;
}
The DECLARE..DERIV macro accepts two parameters, NUM and char*[] respec-
tively. NUM is simply an integer informing the pre-processor how many strings are
available in the char* array. The char* array will hold the actual function prototypes
the developer intends to make virtual. The DECLARE..DERIV macro will then cre-
ate the PolyID class if it does yet exist, otherwise, it simply adds to a global table on
file a unique integer value for the new class. Next, the macro will set up the PolyClass
as described in the previous section if it does not exist and add the case to the Poly-
Convert function for the new class using the table integer value or simply update the
PolyConvert function. The actual appearance of the PolyConvert function follows:
PolyClass* PolyClass: :PolyConvert(LibraryClass *lc){
switch(( (IDClass*)lc)~GetClassId()){
case PreProcessorGeneratedInt1:
NewClassh nel = (NewClassh )lc;
PolyClass* pel = (PolyClass* )nel;
return pel;
case PreProcessorGeneratedInt2:
}
}
After DECLARE..DERIV has run, another macro will be called, DECLARE_VIRTUALS.
The DECLARE_VIRTUALS macro again accepts the same two parameters as DE-
CLARE..DERIV. Unlike DECLARE..DERIV, DECLARE_VIRTUALS will actually
add to the new class's definition. It will proceed to add the desired virtual functions
and a definition of the PolyID class's virtual function of getClassIDO. In this redef-
inition of getClassIDO, the DECLARE_VIRTUALS will lookup the unique integer
value created by the DECLARE..DERIV macro and place that in the return type for
the new class's getClassIDO.
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Once this set up is complete, the macro pre-processor will scan all of the .C files
specified in the makefile. The scanning process will find all instances where a library
class reference is attempting to access one of the new polymorphic functions in the
Polymorphic class. It will then replace the text of that call with modified version
that will access the static conversion function. With this new cast pointer to the
Polymorphic class, the code will then access the appropriate virtual function.
At this point the automation process of this enhancement method has not been
implemented. It should be fairly straight forward to write as C++ utilizes the same
pre-processor as does the C programming language, and thus, a pre-processor can
run before cfront.
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Conclusions
Advances in hardware technologies continue to change the computer industry. What
was once considered impossible is now being considered current technology. The in-
creases in speed of processors and the size of volatile memories has instigated a need
for larger more complex programs. In order to aid the software development com-
munity, object oriented languages were developed. These languages offered software
developers tools to rapidly create robust code. Techniques and engineering heuris-
tics for effectively developing code in the object oriented paradigm are still in their
infancy.
Middle out programming is one of the object oriented software engineering tech-
niques currently available. This technique utilizes pre-existing libraries of classes.
These libraries contain code for a variety of high level functions. Using the object
oriented properties of inheritance and polymorphism and the technique of middle out
programming, these library classes can be easily incorporated into a new software
design.
While the technique of middle out programming is very effective for developing
code in the object oriented paradigm, C++'s implementation of the object oriented
paradigm inhibits the use of middle out techniques. C++ requires the use of the
keyword virtual in order to achieve polymorphism. The virtual keyword inhibits
polymorphism and thus degrades extension of library classes. 'With extensibility
degraded, middle out programming techniques are not as effective.
A technique for enhancing polymorphism in C++ was developed utilizing the
object oriented paradigm's property of multiple inheritance. This technique enables
polymorphism even when no function exists in the parent class. By utilizing this tool,
software designers can create modular and extensible code from C++ libraries.
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The future directions for this research should consist of implementing the au-
tomation process for the method of enhancing C++ 's polymorphic capabilities using
multiple inheritance. The algorithm for this automation process has been developed
and was described in chapter 5 of this thesis. The actual implementation will require
writing a macro pre-processor which will before cfront in the CjC++ compilation
sequence. The macro pre-processor can be written in either C or C++.
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Framework for Integrated Design
A Framework for Integrated Design (FID) is a Computer Aided Civil Engineering
design tool. The concept for FID was developed by Richard Sause [6] at Lehigh
University and is intended to aid Civil Engineers in the design of large scale structural
systems. The scope of the FID project is immense, and for the sake of brevity, only
a small part of the project's scope will be discussed.
FID is effectively broken up into a number of distinct stages, which when assem-
bled together, provide the engineer with a robust tool for structural design. The
portion of FID that has been actually implemented at this point falls under the
"preliminary design stage" and is the portion of FID that generally describes the
constraints of the overall structural design.
The implementation at this point consists of two graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
along with two corresponding sets of comprehensive data managers. The GUIs run
under the X-windows system. The data managers possess no direct user interfacing
capabilities. All of the code for this project was implemented on SUN SparcStations.
The software libraries used up to this point on the FID project consist of the NIH
class libraries [1] and the InterViews graphic libraries [4].
A.I Graphical User Interfaces
The fundamental philosophy in the design of the GUIs was to limit non-graphical
data storage. All data regarding the specifics of the design were to be stored in
the data managers. Thus, the GUIs and the data managers contained bidirectional
communications, wherein the user would simply draw a desired constraint on-screen,
and invisibly, the GUI invokes data manager methods to store the data. The only
commonly held data in the GUIs and data managers consists of a unique label for
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Figure A.I: GUI selection Dialog Box
each constraint.
Each of the two GUls runs exclusively, as simultaneous invocation would require
the use of mutual exclusion for writing changed files, something this implementation is
incapable of handling. Once the FID development program is invoked, a small dialog
box appears onscreen prompting the user to select one of the two available GUls
see Figure A.I (Problem Formulation or Frame Development.) Selection is done by
placing the mouse pointer on the desired selection and pressing the left mouse button.
A.I.I Problem Formulation
The first of the two GUls is termed the" Problem Formulation" (PF) GUI and enables
the user to easily create a definable coordinate system and place into this system any
number of constraints for the structure under design. These constraints consist of
Gridlines, Loads, Clearspaces, Relative Positions, and Offsets. PF contains the basis
for the GUI design and is in essence an event driven interface, see Figure A.2. The
term event driven simply means the interface is constantly reacting to user input.
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Figure A.2: Problem Formulation GUI
Thus, if a user moves the mouse to a certain location and presses a particular mouse
button, the interface reacts appropriately. The two base classes for the PF interface
design consist of the GVI class and the View class.
The GUI class can be viewed as a container class for a variety of functional com-
ponents. It is this class that will be inserted into the windowing system and receive
all of the events from the the user and distribute them to the appropriate PF event
handlers. The GVI class derives an InterViews class of Scene. A Scene is a class
that can contain any number of InterViews' Interactors. Interactor classes function
synonymously to their names in that they interact with the user. A key concept to
the Scene class is that it is capable of being inserted into an InterViews \Vorld, which
is a class that maps all interactors into the windowing system (X windows). The class
definition of the GUI class follows:
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class GUI : publJc MultiScene {
public:
GUIO;
GUI(PF*,Worlch );
void Popup (event&);
Tool* Curren{['oolO; / / which tool is active?
VariantMessq,&e* MouseBlockX; / / X-Coordinate Box on screen
VariantMessq,&e* MouseBlockY; / / Y-Coordinate Box on screen
VariantMessq,&e* DirectionBlk; / / Orientation of GridLines
VariantMessq,&e* OffsetDirectionBlk; / / Orientation of Offsets
VariantMessq,~e* RelPosDirectionBlk; / / Orientation of RelPoses
virtual void. MakeMenuBar();
View* view; /1 Pointer to the View class
World* workl; / / Pointer to the active World
PF* pf; / / Pointer to Data Manager methods
Dialog* Get1:'oolWindow() { return toolwindow;}
protected:
virtual Dialoe;* Tools(View* view);
virtual Intettl>ctor* Interior(View*);
virtual Intettl>ctor* InfoArea(View*);
virtual voiq CreateMenu(View*);
ButtonState'\; curTool;
PopupMenu ",menu;
MenuBar *14ellubar;
Dialog* toolwindow;
ButtonState'\; close;
void SetUp~onstantsO;
};
One of the classee' the GUI class contains (is a client of) is the View class. The View
class derives tb~ InterViews class GraphicBlock, and it is this class that provides
the storage and display mechanisms for the graphical representations of the problem.
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The InterViews' GraphicBlock class provides a linked-list storage mechanism for In-
terViews' Graphic instances. Although the GraphicBlock stores graphic objects in
a linked-list, addition and deletion of the graphics is handled invisibly by high level
GraphicBlock methods. Since all of the FID graphic derive InterViews' graphics, the
FID graphics could be easily added and deleted from the View. 'The View further
contains:
1) The mapping algorithm for pixels to PF coordinate system and its corresponding
inverse mapping.
2) The redisplay algorithm which, for a screen redraw, systematically queries the
data managers for their contents and proceeds to redraw them.
3) The initial setup routine for placing th~ boundary conditions for all problems.
4) The method for defining and changing the coordinate system.
5) The method for displaying error messages to the screen.
The View classes class definition is slightly more complex than that of the GUI
class. It should be noted that the View class must also have access to the GUI class.
This is somewhat circular but is necessary as the GUI class must construct and insert
the View class into the windowing system. The View class must access the data
manager functionality which is only known by the GUI class.
class View : public GraphicBlock {
public:
View(GUh, Picture*);
virtual void Handle(Event&);
virtual void UpDateMouseCoords(Event& e);
void UpDateDirectionO;
void UpdateOffsetDirection();
void UpdateReIPosDirection();
void InitZoom();
virtual void Add(ViewGraphic*, Event&);
virtual void ManagerAdd(ViewGraphic*);
virtual void UpdateO;
virtual void ClearO;
virtual void ClearViewOnlyO;
virtual void Delete(ViewGraphic*);
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virtual void Move(ViewGraphic*, double, double,int,int,Event&);
Picture* GetPictureO{
return (Picture*) GetGraphicO;
}
void InitRubberband(Rubberband*);
double TransforrnPointX(int);
double TransforrnPointY(int );
int InvTransforrnPointX(double);
int InvTransforrnPointY(double);
virtual void RedisplayO;
void SetUpConstantsO;
boolean NotConstantGrid(GridLines* );
boolean Vert;
boolean offsetVert;
boolean rPosVert;
GUh gui;
void SetCoruer(double,double);
void SetOrigin(double,double);
GridLines* GridLineHoriz;
GridLines* GridLineVert;
GridLines* GridLineHorizl;
GridLines* GridLineVert1;
void HandleError(ManagerErrors,ViewGraphic* ,Event& );
FixRelType fixed;
protected:
void AddLoadToView(xLoad&,char*);
double originX,originY,coruerX,coruerY;
virtual float LirnitMagnification(float);
int viewCurx;
int viewCury;
virtual void Scroll(Perspective&);
virtual void Zoom(Perspective&);
private:
boolean onceZoorn;
boolean once;
void Manipulate(Event&);
};
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Event Handling
The interfaces can be viewed as elaborate event handlers, and thus it is of particular
interest as to how the interfaces accomplish the event handling. The event han-
dlers are predominantly descendants of the class Tool which is a descendant of the
InterViews' class RadioButton. The RadioButton functionality lend the tools the
graphical representation of click buttons within the interface. lt is the Tool class
however that gives the particular tools their event handling capabilities. The tools
consist of GridLineTool, OifsetTool, RelPosTool, etc. and all contain three virtual
methods originating in the Tool class. These virtual methods are: Setup, Manipu-
lating, and Dolt, and it is these functions that give the interface a majority of its
interactive capabilities.
The PF GUI Tools are all located in an InterViews' Dialog instance for easy access
by the user. All of the graphical association of the Tools, i.e. the RadioButtons, are
inserted into the Dialog box. The Dialog box may then be inserted into and removed
from the windowing system with a few simple InterViews functions located in the
Dialog class. The user can then simply select the desired tool by clicking on the
appropriate RadioButton, and the GUI class will then detect the change of the tool.
Once the user begins to move the mouse into the View class instance, it will query
the GUI class to determine the selected Tool. With this Tool the View will then call
the three Tool polymorphic functions previously discussed. Figure A.3 shows what
the Toolmenu appears like onscreen.
The following text are the class definitions for the Tool class and a descendent
(GridLineTool). Please take note of the three virtual methods and the fact that each
accepts an instance of the InterViews' class Event.
class Tool: public RadioButton {
public:
Tool(View*,ButtonState*,const char* label);
virtual void Setup(Event&) {}
virtual boolean Manipulating (Event&) {return false;}
virtual void Dolt(Event&) {}
Coord MouseClickX,MouseClickY;
protected:
Graphic* Select(Event&);
View* view;
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Figure A.3: FIDS-GUI ActivityjTools Menu
boolean InBounds(int,int,int,int);
};
class GridLineTool : public Tool {
public:
GridLineTool(View*,ButtonState* );
virtual void Setup(Event&);
virtual boolean Manipulating(Event&);
virtual void DoIt(Event&);
private:
SlidingLine* slidingLine;
IntCoord Init;
};
The tool menu contains three tools of exceptional interest; Add, Delete, and Move.
The Add tool actually appears in the tools menu as a number of distinct tools such
as GridLine, Load, RelPos, etc. It is these three tools that utilize the polymorphism
extension proposed in this thesis. The sequence for adding a constraint to the interface
would 'proceed as follows. (Assume for the sake of example that a GridLine was chosen
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from the tools menu.)
1) Once the mouse enters the View area of the Interface, the InterViews' World
class begins sending the Events (Mouse movements and button presses) to the
View's virtual Handle procedure.
2) If the Left mouse button is pressed, the Handle procedure calls the View's
Manipulate procedure. Manipulate will proceed to query the GUI class to
determine which tool is currently selected. In this case the GUI class will
report that the GridLineTool is active.
3) The Handle procedure calls the GridLineTool's Setup, Manipulating, and Dolt
procedures polymorphically in order to determine the placement of the new
GridLine in the View.
4) The GridLineTool's Dolt procedure calls the ViewGraphic's VGConvert func-
tion to convert the current graphic to a ViewGraphic. This is one of the neces-
sary steps to achieve the polymorphism enhancements proposed in this thesis.
5) The Dolt procedure passes the converted graphic to ViewGraphic off to the
View. The View operates on the ViewGraphic it was just handed by the Dolt
procedure and calls the GridLine Add procedure polymorphically.
The sequence of adding a FID graphic to the screen contains a step calling on the
ViewGraphic's VGConvert function. The class ViewGraphic is the essential mech-
anism for achieving the polymorphism enhancement in the FID GUls. The reason
behind the use of the ViewGraphic class revolved around the fact that the InterViews'
GraphicBlock class returns a pointer to an InterViews' graphic once a mouseclick oc-
curs on the graphic. Since there were no virtual methods for addition and deletion of
a Graphic from a GraphicBlock contained in the Graphic hierarchy, I was forced to
create the ViewGraphic class in order to achieve polymorphism for the FID graphics.
The ViewGraphic's VGConvert function accepts a Graphic* as a parameter, and pro-
ceeds to utilize the existing virtual Graphic method getClassID. Each FID graphic
implements this virtual method which proceeds to return a unique integer for each of
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Figure A.4: Sequence for Adding a constraint to the interface
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the existing FID graphics. Since the VGConvert function is one large typecasting case
statement, VGConvert will determine which type of FID graphic the Graphic* is and
proceed to typecast first to the appropriate FID graphic and then to a ViewGraphic.
The VGConvert function will then return a typecasted pointer to a ViewGraphic.
While the whole sequence of the VGConvert function may seem absurd, there
was no other way to achieve polymorphism of FID graphics. Figure A.5 displays the
need for the typecasting. Since the FID graphics have two parent classes that are
disjoint, typecasting directly from a Graphic to a ViewGraphic would be allowed by
the compiler, but the run-time code would be non-sensical as a ViewGraphic is not a
linear extension of a Graphic. Thus, the process of first casting from a Graphic to a
FID Graphic is required before the compiler will generate the correct code for casting
a FID graphic to a ViewGraphic.
The final concept I will cover concerns the PF GUI's dialog like interactions with
the user. The dialog qualities are inherited from the InterViews' class Dialog. Each
graphical constraint has an associated dialog interaction mechanism. These mecha-
nisms allow the user to enter information with the graphical constraint that is either
being entered or modified. These interaction mechanisms, termed labels in the inter-
face, create their own instance of an InterViews Event, and proceed to loop until the
Event class recognizes a mouse click in the 0 K area of the label.
The implementation of the label classes are fairly straight forward. The label
classes derive the InterViews' Dialog class and proceed to implement the Dialog's
virtual AcceptO function. This Accept function is called invisibly by the Dialog class
once the mouse pointer has entered the Dialog area. The implementation of the label
classes simply discriminates the acceptability of all data entry into the dialog box. The
label classes all vary in size, shape, and data fields, but all share the same functionality
for the data input discrimination. The basic form of these labels can be seen in Figure
A.6. This figure shows a RelPosLabel. This RelPosLabel possesses three instances of
the InterViews' PullRightMenus, five InterViews' StringEditors, and one InterViews
PushButton. The actual class definition of the RelPosLabel follows:
class RelPosLabel : public Dialog {
public:
RelPosLabel(Event &,IReIPos*,View*,char *,char *,char *,char *);
ReIPosLabel(View* );
void Popit(Event &,IRelPos*);
Interactor* LLInterior;
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Figure A.5: Description of the compiled code
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virtual boolean AcceptO;
StringEditor* _StringEditor_1;
StringEditor* _StringEditor.2;
StringEditor* _StringEditor-3;
StringEditor* _StringEditorA;
StringEditor* _StringEditor_5;
StringEditor* _StringEditor_6;
TopCmd *topcmdl;
BottomCmd *botcmdl;
LeftCmd *leftcmdl;
RightCmd *fightcmdl;
CenterLineCmd* centcmdl;
TopCmd *topcmd2;
BottomCmd *botcmd2;
LeftCmd *leftcmd2;
RightCmd *rightcmd2;
CenterLineCmd* centcmd2;
PullrightMenu *surfaceLoadl;
PullrightMenu *surfaceLoad2;
RelPosCmd *relpos;
MinMaxCmd* minmax;
EqualCmd* equal;
double offset;
double min,max,eq;
char *lGridl;
char *lGrid2;
char *IBoundl;
char *IBound2;
protected:
char *GetTextForNL(NominalLoadType);
View* view;
IRelPos* rPos;
Interactor* _LLlnterior();
PushButton* PBl;
ButtonState* LabelState;
virtual boolean IsHandler(Interactor*);
};
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Figure A.6: FIDS-GUI Relative Position Label
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A.1.2 Frame Development
Frame Development is the portion of the Framework for Integrated Design that en-
ables the user to add actual Beams and Columns to the Constraints developed in the
Problem Formulation stage. The Frame Development GUI (FD) is another GUI that
also runs under X-Windows. FD is simply a child of PF in that most of its properties
are derived from the PF interface see Figure A.7.
As is the case in PF, the FD interface contains a tool menu to enable the user to
easily select the appropriate tool for the desired function. The FD tool menu is very
similar in form to PD's; however, FD's tool menu does contain some different tools,
see FigureA.8.
The only major difference between the PF and FD GUIs is the actual FID graphics
each interface handles. The FD GUI enables the user to add Beams and Columns to
the constraints created using PF. Furthermore, all the constraints created using PF
remain displayed in FD; however, they cannot be modified in FD, see Figure A.9.
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Figure A.7: FIDS-GUI Frame Development
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Figure A.8: FIDS-GUI Frame Development Tools
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